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 Expert of ISO TC/279

 Professor and Researcher Collective Construction of Futures; Technological
Intelligence in R&D Activities; Strategic Intelligence; Innovation Management UNL- UNR 
– UNSM – U de Itapúa (PY) – UNNE - UNJu

 Founder and Director of ITERA, a company providing Technological Intelligence and 
Intellectual Property services to technology-based companies and institutions.

 Coordinator of the Strategic and Technological Intelligence Program FIQ –
Universidad Nacional del Litoral

 Consultant for the World Bank, IDB, INPI, INDECOPI, and EUIPO as a Specialist in 
Strategic Intelligence and IP.

 Creator and Coordinator of the Patent Team at CETRI Litoral UNL.

 Writer of books and articles on MKTT, Technology Studies, and Foresight.

I live in Santa Fe, Argentina, a beautiful city on the banks of the Paraná River.









ISO 56.005 

Intellectual Property
Management 

Best Practices Guide for 
Creating Value from Our 
Intellectual Assets

U$ 25.000 M



Figthing with the competition or 
sailing blue oceans?  

How can SMEs compete? 
By scaling, by differentiation? 



Selling beauty



TM strategy



Selling knowledge



ISO 56005 encourages us to conduct business with our eyes wide open



We need a map of the territory.                                   ISO 56.006

Technological Contextual Studies
(prior art research,
analysis and trends.)

ISO 56.006 
Strategic Intelligence Management

How to generate, harvest and process information
for decision-making



Technological Contextual Studies

A map of the territory through which the project will travel:

By using various sources of information such as patents, commercial and
scientific databases, we can find

trends,

key players

patent-free technological niches and

blue oceans.







ISO 56.005

With the map and trends in hand, we can plan the future
and invest in innovation with measured risks.

We can highlight the features of our creations and protect them
to maintain this differentiation over time,

as ISO 56.005 proposes.



Concepts
creation

Concepts
validation

Deploy
Solutions

Develop

Solutions

Ideas and 
oportunities
Identification

Activities of innovation process ISO 56002

ISO/56007



INVESTMENT

Technological
innovation
TIMING



are you offering 
knowledge, beauty, or 

prestige?

Are you selling products and  
services, 

or 



If we want to offer 

knowledge, beauty, or prestige 
in our products or services 

we need the ISO 56.005.



This standard gives us:

a methodology to increase the value of our
creations;

the way to differentiate from the competition and
maintain that differentiation over time.

It allows us to manage our intellectual property to
improve our negotiating position.



This standard provides us with a methodology to
generate and process contextual information.

While CEOs' intuition is essential, and
irreplaceable, this standard helps us
professionalize decision-making based on
evidence.

It is crucial for driving innovation in an ever-
changing world with exponentially growing
information.



This standard provides us with a methodology to
harvest ideas and opportunities.

It helps us diminish the uncertainty of developing
new products or services and manage measured
risks.

It equips us with tools to evaluate and select the
best projects for investment.



In the world of business, especially for SMEs, standing still 
is not an option. Innovation is the fuel for growth, and 

intellectual property is the spark. 

Managing IP guided by standards ISO 56.005 and ISO 
56.006, you not only protect your creations but also build a 

fortress around your business that keeps you one step 
ahead of the competition.



Thank you!


